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Travel Excerpts 
Writing Close to Home: 

 
 
“The Butterfly Lady of Fire Island” 
Joshua Jelly-Schapiro 
The New Yorker 
 
Our guest judge Joshua Jelly-Schapiro writes about a sandbar off Long Island, “known for little 
red wagons, houses on stilts, and gay beach parties”, but whose most important visitors might 
be monarchs and the butterfly-enthusiasts who follow them there.  
 
There’s no place like an island, and a barrier island especially, for seasonal migrants. That’s 
certainly true of Fire Island. The thirty-two-mile-long sandbar off Long Island may be best 
known for little red wagons, houses on stilts, and gay beach parties, but it is also beloved 
by lepidopterists. Every September and October, the island’s dunes become a way station 
for tens of thousands of monarch butterflies, who stop there on their three-thousand-mile 
journey from Canada to a mountaintop in Michoacán, near Mexico City, where they go to 
reproduce and die. 
 
Ellen Federico, who is known to locals as “the butterfly lady,” grew up across the water, in 
West Islip. She works as an event planner in Manhattan, but she spends her free time in a 
clapboard cottage that her father floated over to Fire Island on a barge in the seventies. 
The house, where she vacationed as a girl with her parents and her seven siblings, is one of 
the oldest in the beach community of Lonelyville. Federico, who is fifty-nine, is the island’s 
most authoritative witness to the gradual decline in the butterflies’ numbers. 
 
“When I was small, the monarchs would swarm down the beach,” she said, one recent 
afternoon. She sat on her deck, surrounded by pots of milkweed, which the monarchs 
love. “You could run beneath them with a net and pull in a dozen. Not anymore.” Across 
America, falling monarch populations are usually blamed on climate change and on the use 
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of herbicides that have eliminated the weeds they feed on. Federico likes to give milkweed 
seeds to her neighbors. 
 
 
A Walk in The Woods 
Bill Bryson 
 
Bill Bryson explores his “backyard”, inviting readers along on a hilarious journey down the 
Appalachian Trail. In this excerpt, Bryson anticipates the dangers he might encounter along the 
way.  
 
And how foolish must one be to be reassured by the information that no bear has killed a 
human in Vermont or New Hampshire in 200 years? That’s not because the bears have 
signed a treaty, you know. There’s nothing to say that they won’t start a modest rampage 
tomorrow. Then there were all the problems and particular dangers of solitude. I still have 
my appendix, and any number of other organs that might burst or sputter in the empty 
wilds. What would I do then? What if I fell from a ledge and broke my back? What if I lost 
the trail in blizzard or fog, or was nipped by a venomous snake, or lost my footing on moss-
slickened rocks crossing a stream and cracked my head a concussive blow? You could 
drown in three inches of water on your own. You could die from a twisted ankle. No, I 
didn’t like the feel of this at all. 
 
At Christmas, I put notes in lots of cards inviting people to come with me on the trail, if 
only part of the way. Nobody responded, of course. Then one day in late February, with 
departure nigh, I got a call. It was from an old school friend named Stephen Katz. Katz and 
I had grown up together in Iowa, but I had pretty well lost touch with him. Those of you—
the six of you—who have read Neither Here nor There will recall Katz as my traveling 
companion around Europe in that tale of youthful adventure. In the twenty-five years 
since, I had run into him three or four times on visits home but hadn’t seen him otherwise. 
We had remained friends in a kind of theoretical sense, but our paths had diverged wildly. 
“I’ve been hesitating to call,” he said slowly. He seemed to be searching for words. “But 
this Appalachian Trail deal—do you think maybe I could come with you?” 
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I couldn’t believe it. “You want to come with me?” “If it’s a problem, I understand.” 
“No,” I said. “No, no, no. You’re very welcome. You are extremely welcome.” 
“Really?” He seemed to brighten. 
“Of course.” I really could not believe it. I wasn’t going to have to walk alone. I did a little 
jig. I wasn’t going to have to walk alone. “I can’t tell you how welcome you would be.” 
 
 
“36 Hours in Gothenburg, Sweden” 
Ingrid K. Williams 
New York Times 
 
Swedish writer Ingrid K. Williams leads readers to her favorite nooks and crannies of 
Gothenburg.  
 
Swedes didn’t always adore Gothenburg. The resurgent second city, equidistant between 
Copenhagen and Oslo on Sweden’s western coast, was long viewed as a grungy port in 
slow decline. But locals saw the potential. Languishing neighborhoods became incubators 
for improvisational creative projects — in music, art, design, dining — and sparked a 
renaissance that spread from one district to another. Today, the city’s blue-and-white 
trams still rumble down the wide boulevards, but visitors will also find a diverse music 
scene, inspiring art, world-class breweries, trendsetting shops and gregarious locals 
determined to convince you that this west coast is the best coast. 
 
MINING MAJORNA 
For evidence of the city’s ongoing evolution, head west to Majorna, a revitalized area with 
working-class roots and wide, tree-lined avenues that are now home to a growing number 
of antique shops, record stores and inviting cafes. Visit Cum Pane, a hole-in-the-wall eco-
conscious bakery, for a kardemummaknut (twisted cardamom bun, 23 Swedish kronor, or 
about $2.75), then stroll north through the neighborhood. Keep an eye out for buildings 
with a first story of stone or brick and two upper stories of wood — an architectural quirk 
unique to the city that once capped wooden structures at two stories. Then find the retro 
marquee marking the entrance to Bengans Skivbutik, a longstanding record shop, concert 
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venue and hangout. Browse the Swedish section for the latest album from the reigning 
pop princess Veronica Maggio, or snap up First Aid Kit’s “Ruins” LP. 
 
PARK LIFE 
Start the day at Slottsskogen, a vast park south of the city center. The hilly, half-square-
mile expanse of meadows, forests and wooded trails also features a series of animal 
enclosures, mainly of Nordic species like majestic elk, horned goats and Oland geese. But 
don’t miss the pool of seals corkscrewing through the water, or the adorable waddle of 
Humboldt penguins, a threatened species. In warmer months, there’s also a free petting 
zoo with native sheep, goats and rabbits, and pony rides on the herd of diminutive 
Gotlandsruss (20 kronor). While wandering through the woods, take advantage of the free 
dendrology lessons: Informative signs detail the characteristics of the surrounding linden, 
beech, maple and oak trees. 
 
 
Notes From a Small Island 
Bill Bryson 
 
Having lived much of his life in Great Britain, Bill Bryson decides to write about his adopted 
home before moving back to the United States. In this excerpt, he remembers back to his 
fledgling arrival in England.  
 
My first sight of England was on a foggy March night in 1973 when I arrived on the 
midnight ferry from Calais. For twenty minutes, the terminal area was aswarm with 
activity as cars and lorries poured forth, customs people did their duties, and everyone 
made for the London road. Then abruptly all was silence and I wandered through sleeping, 
low-lit streets threaded with fog, just like in a Bulldog Drummond movie. It was rather 
wonderful having an English town all to myself. 
 
The only mildly dismaying thing was that all the hotels and guesthouses appeared to be 
shut up for the night. I walked as far as the rail station, thinking I'd catch a train to London, 
but the station, too, was dark and shuttered. I was standing wondering what to do when I 
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noticed a grey light of television filling an upstairs window of a guesthouse across the 
road. Hooray, I thought, someone awake, and hastened across, planning humble apologies 
to the kindly owner for the lateness of my arrival and imagining a cheery conversation 
which included the line, `Oh, but I couldn't possibly ask you to feed me at this hour. No, 
honestly well, if you're quite sure it's no trouble, then perhaps just a roast beef sandwich 
and a large dill pickle with perhaps some potato salad and a bottle of beer.' The front path 
was pitch dark and in my eagerness and un- familiarity with British doorways, I tripped on a 
step, crashing face-first into the door and sending half a dozen empty milk bottles 
clattering. Almost immediately the upstairs window opened. 
 
 
“Skiing Old Trails of the New Deal” 
Jonathan Mingle 
New York Times 
 
This travel article explores the network of backcountry ski trails in writer Jonathan Mingle’s 
hilly home of New England.  
 
I climbed the final few feet to the top of the slope and turned around just in time to watch 
the last rays of sun set the town of Adams aglow, 2,000 feet below. I had arrived at the 
base of Mount Greylock, Massachusetts’ highest peak, on a gorgeous, bluebird January 
afternoon, just a few days after a storm had dumped a thick coating of fresh powder 
across New England. And I had made good time skinning up the trail. 
 
But one glance at the rutted maze of crisscrossing tracks all around told me that, in the 
race that mattered most, I had arrived much too late. 
 
My quarry was, as the first-track backcountry seekers like to say, all “skied off.” The secret 
of the Thunderbolt Trail had been long since revealed. 
 
I had been warned. “Back in 2001 you might see two or three people on a weekend,” Blair 
Mahar, a co-founder of the Thunderbolt Ski Runners, a local club that has revitalized the 
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trail, had said. “It’s not uncommon on a Saturday to see 50 to 80 people up there, even 
with no new snow. It’s become a go-to spot.” 
 
Those weekend adventurers, riding a surge of interest in backcountry skiing, may not 
realize it, but they have the Great Depression to thank for those fresh tracks. The 
Thunderbolt is one of more than a dozen semi-hidden gems tucked throughout the hills of 
New England, the legacy of a trail-cutting frenzy conducted in the 1930s by the Civilian 
Conservation Corps, a signature program of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal. 
 
 
	


